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Modeling Social Interaction Based on Joint Motion Significance
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a method to model
social interaction between a human and a virtual avatar. To
this end, two human performers fist perform social interactions
according to the Learning from Demonstration paradigm. Then,
the relative relevance of all joints of both performers should be
reasonably modeled based on human demonstrations. However,
among all possible combinations of relative joints, it is necessary
to select only some of the combinations that play key roles in
social interaction. We select such significant features based on
the joint motion significance, which is a metric to measure
the significance degree by calculating both temporal entropy
and spatial entropy of all human joints from a Gaussian
mixture model. To evaluate our proposed method, we performed
experiments on five social interactions: hand shaking, hand
slapping, shoulder holding, object passing, and target kicking.
In addition, we compared our method to existing modeling
methods using different metrics, such as principal component
analysis and information gain.
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Fig. 1. Relative relevance of all joints between a human and a virtual avatar.
The subjects are each composed of nineteen joints, and each joint consists of
three-dimensional (3D) position and three-dimensional (3D) rotation. Every
straight line indicates a relative 3D vector between the two joints.

I. I NTRODUCTION
For humans and robots to coexist, social robots must possess the ability to naturally interact with humans. To model
this social interaction, two human performers engage in a
social interaction according to the Learning from Demonstration paradigm [1], following which, the relative relevance of
all joints of both performers should be represented. However,
it is not easy for robots to understand human intentions and
assist humans by executing appropriate motions according
to various situations during human-robot interactions. One
challenge is the immense number of combinations of relative
joints to be considered in the modeling process.
For example, let us consider the social interaction between two humans, each having nineteen joints, as shown
in Fig. 1. Moreover, let us consider only three-dimensional
(3D) positional features (x, y, z) of each joint, 19 × 19 × 3 =
1, 083 combinations between two humans. It is not easy to
model the social interaction based on such a large number
of features owing to overfitting caused by the numerous
unnecessary features and limited number of demonstrations.
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To date, many studies related to this type of interaction
have been conducted [2]–[5]. However, most approaches
require supervision, such as manual selection of significant
joints and/or designing context-dependent features [6], [7].
In contrast, our goal is automatic selection of significant
features of the social interaction. In this paper, we experimentally show that the use of significant features can improve
the performance of existing modeling methods.
A. Related Works
Many studies have focused on detecting social interactions between humans and robots [8]–[13] and approaches
for selecting significant features were suggested. Mitsunaga
et al. [8], Kanda et al. [9], Shu et al. [10], and Xiao
et al. [11] used only some joints of the whole body to model
social interactions. In their approaches, a subset of joints is
manually selected to determine the joints for their respective
models. Those methods are good examples of the need to use
only some features that play an important role in the social
interaction, instead of using all features. However, those
methods only manually selected the significant features.
On the other hand, Lu et al. [12] projected highdimensional features onto low-dimensional features using
principal component analysis (PCA). In addition, Jaques
et al. [13] selected a subset of features from a full set
using information gain (IG) to reduce the dimensionality
of features. Those methods automatically consider a different form of significant features in the modeling process.
Likewise, the presently proposed method uses a new metric
to automatically select significant features, and the selected
features are used to represent the models for recognizing the
social interaction.
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Fig. 2. Two social interactions and their temporal entropies and spatial
entropies. (a) Left: An interaction of holding another’s shoulder. Right:
An interaction of touching two fingers. The areas marked with colored
circles indicate the interaction range in multiple trials of demonstrations.
(b) Left: (Non-normalized) spatial entropy of two interactions. Right: (Nonnormalized) temporal entropies of two interactions.
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Fig. 3.

B. Basic Idea
The method proposed in this paper selects the features that
play an important role in recognizing social interactions from
the relative relevance of all joints between two humans. To
this end, we use the joint motion significance measured from
human demonstrations for selecting significant features that
lead to the social interaction. Our metric is motivated by the
concept of motion significance proposed in [14]. The metric
described in that study indicates the relative importance of
every motion frame which is defined as a set of data points
acquired at a time index from multiple motion trajectories.
In that work, motion significance is used to analyze the
time-varying relative significance of human poses in a full
demonstration.
In contrast, we use motion significance to select significant
features from all joint features of social interaction. In other
words, we measure the importance of individual joints,
rather than that of the fullbody poses. To avoid confusion
with previously used concepts of motion significance, in
this paper, the motion significance for all individual joint
features is called joint motion significance. This joint motion
significance can be measured by combining the temporal
entropy and spatial entropy of every feature from multiple
demonstrations.
To elucidate our method, we consider the following two
examples of a social interaction: holding a shoulder and
touching two fingers (Fig. 2(a)). The motion of touching two
fingers contains fewer spatial variations than the motion of
holding a shoulder, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, the
spatial entropy of a finger-to-finger motion is measured to
be lower than that of a shoulder-to-hand motion. On the
other hand, the temporal entropy of a finger-to-finger motion
is higher than that of a shoulder-to-hand motion. This is
because the time required for the finger-to-finger motion is
greater than that of the shoulder-to-hand motion. This motion
significance can also be measured in a single interaction.

Preprocessing stage

Stage of Measuring
Joint Motion Significance

Stage of Selecting
Significant Features and
Modeling Social Interaction

Full process of the proposed method.

Suppose that a demonstration of touching two fingers
roughly consists of approaching, touching, and dropping
motions. Among these three motions, the touching motion
has the lowest spatial entropy and the highest temporal
entropy relative to the approaching and dropping motions.
Joint motion significance can be measured and compared for
all individual features for representing models. The ultimate
goal of this study is to measure the joint motion significance
and select significant features from individual features of
social interactions. As a result, we consider relative features
that minimally change over a long period of time as significant features in multiple demonstrations.
To verify the proposed method, we performed five social
interactions: hand shaking, hand slapping, shoulder holding,
object passing, and target kicking. We then applied our
method to several existing modeling techniques and evaluated their performances with respect to its application or
non-application. For this study, we employed hidden Markov
models (HMMs), Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), and
support vector machines (SVMs). Nevertheless, various other
modeling techniques can also be combined with our method.
Finally, we compared our metric with some existing ones,
such as PCA and IG.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II details of our method for measuring joint motion
significance, selecting significant features, and modeling a
social interaction. Section III presents experimental results
from the social interaction. In this section, significant features
of the social interaction are identified through joint motion significance, and its modeling is conducted to perform
comparative evaluations. Section IV discusses the proposed
method. Finally, Section V presents conclusions and future
research plans.
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II. S OCIAL I NTERACTION M ODELING BASED ON J OINT
M OTION S IGNIFICANCE
Fig. 3 shows the entire process of measuring joint motion
significance, selecting significant features, and modeling a
social interaction. To extract training data on the social interaction, we first convert a motion trajectory dataset obtained
from multiple demonstrations performed by two interacting
humans into reference coordinates [15]. We then compute
the relative relevance for all joints between the two humans
in the coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The training
data are temporally aligned using the dynamic time warping
(DTW) algorithm, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Next, we divide a
set of demonstration data into motion segments, as shown in
Fig. 3(c).
To calculate two types of temporal entropy and spatial
entropy, individual GMMs are modeled using the individual
motion segments, as shown in Fig. 3(d). Their temporal entropies and spatial entropies are measured from the GMMs,
as presented in Fig. 3(e). We normalize two different types
of entropies because temporal entropy and spatial entropy
have different magnitudes (Fig. 3(f)). Next, joint motion
significances are measured by dividing temporal entropy by
spatial entropy, as depicted in Fig. 3(g). All features of
the motion segment are sorted based on their joint motion
significance, and we select several top features having the
highest importance as significant features (Fig. 3(h)). Finally,
the models on social interaction are built using the significant
features in the models of HMMs [16], GMMs [17], and
SVMs [18], as shown in Fig. 3(i).
A. Preprocessing Stage
As mentioned earlier, we first convert the joint trajectories
of two humans using a reference coordinate to calculate
the relative relevance between two humans. The reference
coordinate is used to express the positions in a coordinateinvariant manner, as shown in Fig. 4. The direction from the
root joint of a human to the root joint of another human is
defined as z-axis, and the vertical direction is define as a yaxis. Thus, a relative joint between two humans is calculated
as
1
2
Xre f = R−1
re f (X jm ,d − X jn ,d ),

(1)

the pair, and jm and jn mean the joint index of each human.
Here, d represents the index of the (x, y, z) coordinate system
of each joint. For all relative joints, we have a dimension of
Xre f ∈ R( jm × jn ×d) .
Next, the continuous trajectories of the relative joints
are temporally aligned using the DTW algorithm. In this
process, a continuous path is defined as Xre f ∈ R(D+1)×N .
Here, (D + 1) indicates D-dimensional spatial information
and one-dimensional (1D) temporal information of motion
trajectories. Additionally, N = n × T means the total number
of data points that are temporally aligned using the DTW
algorithm, where n is the number of demonstrations and T
is the length of a temporally aligned demonstration.
As mentioned earlier, the continuous motion trajectories of
the social interaction usually consist of several key phases.
In the next step, the continuous motion trajectories must
be segmented. This is because significant features may be
different for each motion segment. Many approaches have
been proposed to divide consecutive motion trajectories into
motion segments [19]. In this paper, we use the method of
[19] to distinguish key phases so that these key phases show
a similar temporal entropy and spatial entropy.
B. Measuring Joint Motion Significance
After the preprocessing stage, GMMs are modeled for
individual motion segments to measure the joint motion
significance [20]. To model a GMM, its initial parameters
are estimated using the k-means algorithm, and its final parameters are estimated through the expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm. The GMM is defined as
p
p
P(Xre
f |Θre f ) =

Kp

∑ ωkp · N(Xrep f |µkp , Σkp ),

(2)

k=1

where ωkp , µkp , and Σkp represent the respective prior, mean
and covariance of the kth Gaussian distribution of the pth
p
motion segment. Moreover, Xre
f is the vector of all relative
features between two humans expressed in the reference coordinate in the pth motion segment. The number of Gaussian
distributions, K p , is determined using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) algorithm. The mean and covariance of
the kth Gaussian distribution of the pth motion segment are
expressed as
h
i
(3)
µkp = µkp,τ µkp,X
and
"

Σkp

Σkp,τ
= p,Xτ
Σk

#
Σkp,τX
,
Σkp,X

(4)

where τ and X refer to 1D temporal information and X ∈
R( jm × jn ×d) denotes the spatial features of the D-dimension.
Next, we calculate the temporal entropy and spatial entropy
of the ith feature from an individual motion segment as

where R−1
re f denotes an inverse rotation matrix of the reference
coordinate expressed in the world coordinate. In terms of
X1jm ,d and X2jn ,d , X1 and X2 indicate the respective humans of
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Kp

H

p,τ

=

1

p

∑ ωkp · (− ln(ωkp ) + 2 ln((2πe)Nk |Σkp,τ |),

k=1
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Fig. 6. Five social interactions: (a) hand shaking, (b) hand slapping, (c)
shoulder holding, (d) object passing, and (e) target kicking.
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Fig. 5. Example of sorting features based on joint motion significance and
their top five features selected by joint motion significance.

and
Kp

H p,Xi =

1

∑ ωkp · (− ln(ωkp ) + 2 ln((2πe)D |Σkp,Xi |),

(6)

Fig. 7. Examples of training data and test data for the hand slapping
interaction: (a) training data, and (b) test data.

k=1

Σkp,τ

where
and Σkp,Xi refer to the temporal component and
th
the i spatial feature of the kth Gaussian distribution of each
pth motion segment, respectively, and the value D is the
dimension of spatial features in each pth motion segment.
Here, the total number of H p,Xi is equal to the number
of ( jm × jm × d). Next, the joint motion significance is
calculated by a combination of the temporal entropy and
spatial entropy. However, these two entropies by Eqs. (5) and
(6) have different magnitudes. To combine the two values,
normalization should be performed to produce the same
ranges. Temporal entropy and spatial entropy are normalized
as
H p − Hmin
δ p = λ1 + (λ2 − λ1 )
,
(7)
Hmax − Hmin
where H p , Hmax and Hmin represent the temporal entropy and
spatial entropy of all features calculated using Eqs. (5) and
(6) and their maximum and minimum values. The terms of
λ1 and λ2 comprise the range of normalization values, which
are set to 0.1 and 1 in this paper. We hence obtain normalized
temporal entropy δ p,τ and spatial entropy δ p,Xi .
Next, the joint motion significance is calculated by dividing the temporal entropy δ p,τ by the spatial entropy δ p,Xi in
all features. The joint motion significance is measured as
δ p,τ
,
(8)
δ p,Xi
where δ p,τ and δ p,Xi indicate the respective temporal entropy
and spatial entropy of the ith feature in the pth motion
segment. Motions that have a long duration (i.e. significant
motions) are more likely to have greater time variation than
motions that have shorter duration of those ones.
Sip =

C. Selecting Significant Features and Modeling Social Interaction Based on Joint Motion Significance
In Section II-B, we obtained a set of the joint motion
significances of all features contained in individual motion

segments. Here, the joint motion significances are high for
features that require a long time (i.e. are slow) to execute a
motion segment and have small spatial variations in multiple
demonstrations. To select significant features from a set of
all features, all features are sorted based on the joint motion
significance, as shown in Fig. 5. The top N features suitable
for modeling the social interaction are selected as significant
features and used for modeling. The figure presents an
example of selecting the top five with the highest value based
on joint motion significance. At this point, the number of
suitable features for modeling is experimentally determined.
Although we will present the experimental results in
Section III, our experiments of social interaction show that
the highest performance is achieved when using the top nine
features. In this paper, the top nine features are selected and
used for modeling according to the experimental results. The
significant features, Xs , are expressed as Xs ∈ R(Ds +1)×N .
Here, (Ds + 1) indicates Ds -dimensional selected significant
features and 1D temporal information of motion trajectories.
The significant features are used to model the social
interaction. That is, a vector of significant features is finally
used to learn the parameters of the existing modeling techp
niques. In HMMs, GMMs, and SVMs, the parameters Θhmm
p
of HMMs [16], the parameters Θgmm of GMMs [17], and
p
of SVMs [18] using training data, Xs ,
the parameters Θsvm
respectively. In this paper, HMMs are represented as leftright models and SVMs use the radial basis function as a
kernel function. GMMs are already represented as in Section
II-B.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Five Social Interactions and Experimental Setting
To verify the proposed method, we tested five social
interactions: hand shaking, hand slapping, shoulder holding,
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Fig. 9. Performance according to the number of features used in the
learning process based on joint motion significance. Here, the recognition
rates are the average of the results of HMMs, GMMs, and SVMs measured
in the ‘hand slapping’ social interactions. Also, the social interactions of
‘hand shaking’, ‘shoulder holding’, ‘object passing’, and ‘target kicking’
shows the highest recognition rate in nine, six, ten and thirteen, respectively.
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Fig. 8. Motion significances in six motion segments of the hand slapping
interaction and the visualization of joint significant features selected in the
hand-to-hand motion segment: (a) motion-segment motion significances,
which refer to the values measured from the unit of motions; and (b)
visualization of joint significant features selected as the top nine based on
the joint motion significance in motion segment 6 of (a).

object passing, and target kicking, as shown in Fig. 6.
These interactions were chosen to validate temporal entropy
and spatial entropy with different tendencies, as well as to
validate the use of different body joints. To extract their
training data, the motion trajectories of all human joints were
recorded at a speed of 50 Hz using a motion capture system
composed of OptiTrack Flex 13 cameras.
In these experiments, a skeleton model having nineteen
joints per human was used. A single joint consisted of a vector of its positions and rotations as (x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw).
We obtained 20 training data items and sixteen test data
items for each of the five social interactions by changing
the positions and postures of the two subjects.
We next acquired the relative joints between the two
subjects through the reference coordinates and performed
the temporal alignment using the DTW algorithm. The data
had 19 × 19 × 6 = 2, 166 dimensions per frame. That is, the
data consisted of 2,166 dimensions. The length of a single
demonstration arranged by DTW algorithm was 700. The
total number of data points used for the learning process was
(1+2, 166)×700×20. These training data were divided into
their motion segments. Five, six, four, four, and three motion
segments were created into each of the five previously named
interactions, respectively.
To evaluate our method, we collected test data comprised
of very different positions and postures of the two human
subjects, the objects, and the targets from the training data
used in the learning process. Figs. 7(a) and (b) show the
training data and test data in the hand slapping interaction.
According to the figure, it can be confirmed that the test data

are very different with the training data. The test data are
also very different with their training data in the remaining
interactions.
B. Evaluating Our Proposed Method
We calculated the joint motion significances of individual
features of all motion segments in the five social interactions.
Fig. 8(a) shows the motion significances of motion segments
measured in the hand slapping interaction. It is evident that
the motion significance in the motion segment in which the
direct interaction occurs (i.e., hand to hand) is higher than the
motion segments for preliminary preparation and for postcompletion.
Fig. 8(b) depicts the visualization of joint significant
features selected as the top nine based on the joint motion
significance in the direct interaction. Likewise, we can calculate the joint motion significances in each feature as well
as the motion significances in each motion segment. Here,
most of the top nine features selected by the joint motion
significance relate to the hand-to-hand interaction.
As discussed in Section IV, increasing the number of
selected features aligned by the joint motion significance
additionally selects features for indirect interactions. These
indirect features are related to the hand-to-torso, trunkto-trunk, and face-to-face interactions. On the other hand,
features that are irrelevant to the given interactions have a
lower priority. This aspect is discussed in more detail in
Section IV.
Table I presents the list of significant features selected
as the top nine by the joint motion significance in the five
social interactions. In the four social interactions using the
hands (those except for the target kicking interaction), the
features related to hands are selected as significant features.
However, it is evident that the features related to the leg-totarget interaction are selected as significant features in the
target kicking interaction. As a result, our method enables
features with a direct interaction to be selected as significant
features.
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TABLE I
L IST OF SIGNIFICANT FEATURES SELECTED AS THE TOP NINE BY THE JOINT MOTION SIGNIFICANCE IN FIVE SOCIAL INTERACTIONS

Priority

Hand
shaking

Hand
slapping

Shoulder
holding

Object
passing

Target
kicking

1

H#1_Rhand(X) –
H#2_Rhand(X)

H#1_Rhand(Y) –
H#2_Rhand(Y)

H#1_Head(RZ) –
H#2_Hip(RZ)

H#2_Rforearm(X) –
Object(X)

H#1_Rhand(X) –
Target(X)

2

H#1_Rhand(Y) –
H#2_Rhand(Y)

H#1_Rhand(Z) –
H#2_Head(Z)

H#1_Head(RZ) –
H#2_Root(RZ)

H#2_Rhand(Y) –
Object(Y)

H#1_Rforearm(X) –
H#2_Rfoot(X)

3

H#1_Rforearm(Z) –
H#2_Rhand(Z)

H#1_Rhand(Z) –
H#2_Rarm(Z)

H#1_Head(RY) –
H#2_Head(RY)

H#1_Rforearm(X) –
Object(X)

H#2_Rfoot(X) –
Target(X)

4

H#1_Rhand(Z) –
H#2_Rhand(Z)

H#1_Rhand(Z) –
H#2_Rshoulder(Z)

H#1_Head(RX) –
H#2_Head(RX)

H#2_Rhand(Z) –
Object(Z)

H#2_Rhip(X) –
Target(X)

5

H#1_Rforearm(X) –
H#2_Rhand(X)

H#1_Rhand(Z) –
H#2_Neck(Z)

H#1_Head(RZ) –
H#2_Neck(RZ)

H#1_Rforearm(Z) –
Object(Z)

H#1_Rhand(Y) –
H#2_Rfoot(Y)

6

H#1_Rhip(Y) –
H#2_Rknee(Y)

H#1_Rhand(Z) –
H#2_Rforearm(Z)

H#1_Head(RX) –
H#2_Neck(RX)

H#1_Rforearm(Z) –
H#2_Rhand(Z)

H#2_Rknee(X) –
Target(X)

7

H#1_Rhand(X) –
H#2_Rforearm(X)

H#1_Rhand(Z) –
H#2_Lshoulder(Z)

H#1_Head(RZ) –
H#2_Rshoulder(RZ)

H#1_Rhand(Y) H#2_Rhand(Y)

H#2_Rknee(Z) –
Target(Z)

8

H#1_Hip(Y) –
H#2_Lfoot(Y)

H#1_Rhand(Y) –
H#2_Rforearm(Y)

H#1_Head(RX) –
H#2_Lshoulder(RX)

H#1_Rhand(Z) –
H#2_Rhand(Z)

H#2_Rfoot(Z) –
Target(Z)

9

H#1_Lknee(Y) –
H#2_Rknee(Y)

H#1_Rhand(Z) –
H#2_Rhand(Z)

H#1_Head(RZ) –
H#2_Chest(RZ)

H#1_Head(X) –
H#2_Rhand(X)

H#1_Rhand(X) –
H#2_Rhip(X)
• H#1: Human#1, H#2: Human#2
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Fig. 10. Recognition rates of HMMs measured in five social interactions
in three cases: (i) when all features are used, (ii) when the nine features
are randomly chosen, and (iii) when the nine features are selected by our
method. Here, these values represent the average of those measured in
the five social interactions, and the HMM performance using the features
selected by our method is the highest.

Fig. 11. Recognition rates of GMMs measured in five social interactions
in three cases: (i) when all features are used, (ii) when the nine features
are randomly chosen, and (iii) when the nine features are selected by our
method. Here, these values represent the average of those measured in
the five social interactions, and the GMM performance using the features
selected by our method is the highest.

Next, we evaluated the recognition performance according
to the number of selected significant features through joint
motion significance, as shown in Fig. 9. Depending on the
number of significant features sorted by the joint motion significance, the model is forced to yield different performances.
To measure these performances, we compared and evaluated
the recognition performance of models (i.e. HMMs, GMMs,
and SVMs) according to the number of selected features.
In the ‘hand slapping’ social interactions, the recognition
rates gradually increased when the number of selected features increased from one to nine. However, the recognition
rates decreased after ten. The recognition rates were low
when their features that were required for recognition were
insufficient. On the other hand, the recognition rates were
low when unnecessary features were included. In this pa-

per, we used the number of significant features as the top
nine with the highest recognition rates. Fig. 9 shows the
average recognition rates measured in the ‘hand slapping’
social interactions (see Fig. 9 for the remaining four social
interactions.)
To verify our method, we evaluated the recognition performances of HMMs, GMMs, and SVMs. In this evaluation
process, we compared and evaluated the performances of
the followings cases: (i) when all features were used, (ii)
when the nine features were randomly chosen, and (iii) when
the nine features were selected by our method, as shown
in Figs. 10 to 12. When using randomly selected features,
the recognition performance depends on the number of
repetitions. Therefore, we used the average of the recognition
rates after random selections were repeated approximately
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Fig. 12. Recognition rates of SVMs measured in five social interactions
in three cases: (i) when all features are used, (ii) when the nine features
are randomly chosen, and (iii) when the nine features are selected by our
method. Here, these values represent the average of those measured in the
five social interactions, and the SVM performance using the features selected
by our method is the highest.
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Fig. 13. Recognition rates of models for five social interactions measured
in two cases: (i) when using the features selected by an expert with manual
selection, and (ii) when using the features selected by our method. The
recognition performances of these two cases are very similar. Here, these
recognition rates represent the average of those measured in the HMMs,
GMMs, and SVMs.

8,000 times.
Here, these recognition rates represent the average of those
measured in the five social interactions. The recognition rates
of HMMs in (iii) (89.63%) were higher than those of HMMs
in (i) (61.25%) and HMMs in (ii) (65.82%), as shown in
Fig. 10. The recognition rates of GMMs in (iii) (88.24%) are
higher than those of GMMs in (i) (59.33%) and GMMs in (ii)
(61.22%), as shown in Fig. 11. Finally, the recognition rates
of SVMs in (iii) (85.71%) are higher than those of SVMs in
(i) (48.22%) and SVMs in (ii), as shown in Fig. 12.
In addition, we compared the performances of the models
in the following cases: (i) when using the features selected
by an expert with manual selection and (ii) when using the
features selected by our method. The recognition performances of these two cases were very similar, as shown in
Fig. 13. Our significant features were those for expressing
direct interactions, such as those of manual selection by an
expert. Our method automatically selects significant features
similar to manually selected features by an expert. However,
our method has an advantage over the manual selection of
experts. The details are discussed in Section IV.
Finally, we compared the performances of existing feature
extraction (PCA) and feature selection (IG) methods. Fig. 14
shows the performance of models represented in the following cases: (i) when using the features selected by PCA, (ii)
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80
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Fig. 14. Performances of models for five social interactions measured in
three cases: (i) when using the features selected by PCA, (ii) when using
the features selected by IG, and (iii) when using the features selected by
our method. Here, these recognition rates represent the average of the five
social interactions.

when using the features selected by IG, and (iii) when using
the features selected by our method. In all HMMs, GMMs,
and SVMs, the performances in (iii) were the best when
compared with those in (i) and (iii). Here, these recognition
rates represent the average of the five social interactions.
The reason for this performance is that PCA is a method of
reducing the dimensions of features by projecting data points
onto the axes with a large variation, and IG is also a method
of selecting features with large entropy.
On the other hand, our method selects the features that are
relatively time consuming and spatially invariant as significant features. In fact, the features that play an important role
in the social interaction should be features that maintain their
properties even in multiple demonstrations. Therefore, our
method can improve the performance of modeling techniques
to provide significant features. Furthermore, we verified that
the motion of a virtual avatar is suitable for the motion of
real-world humans, although it is beyond the focus of this
paper. A video clip of the virtual avatar for social interaction motions can be downloaded at https://youtu.be/
LkwkONobQtQ.
IV. D ISCUSSION
As mentioned in Section III, significant features that
involve direct interaction are selected, either manually by
experts or automatically by our method. Here, direct interaction refers to the interaction of two hands when engaging in
a hand slapping interaction. In social interactions, however,
indirect interactions of various body parts are simultaneously
required in addition to these direct interactions. For example, in the hand slapping interaction, a direct hand-to-hand
interaction occurs. Nonetheless, it is common for the two
subjects to gaze at each other. Thus, the indirect trunk-totrunk and face-to-face interactions also occur. These indirect
interactions can be considered types of social interactions.
We used the top nine features with only a direct interaction
to evaluate the performances in this paper. The top nine features identified in Section III were selected because our test
data were comprised of extremely different position and postures. We noticed that using only direct interaction features
increases the recognition rate in some of our experiments,
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at the expense of awkwardness/unnaturalness observed in
different position and/or postures of two humans. However, if
these indirect interactions are ignored, other humans subjects
may feel awkward. In contrast, our method can be used
to identify features that involve such indirect interactions,
and we confirmed that the features with indirect interactions
showed high motion significance. A more comprehensive
analysis of this trade-off between the recognition rate and the
awkwardness would be an interesting future research topic.
To reduce the dimensionality of features, there are two
approaches: feature selection and feature extraction. Our
method is one of the feature selection methods based on
joint motion significance. The joint motion significance can
be used as a metric to select significant features. In this
paper, we only used HMMs, GMMs, and SVMs to evaluate
our method. However, this metric can also be used in the
Bayesian network, k-nearest neighbor, decision tree, and
so on. Then, the models can concisely and efficiently be
represented while improving their performances.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORKS
In this paper, we proposed a method to model social
interactions between humans and robots. It is not easy to
model such social interactions because the combinations of
body joints are vast. To resolve this issue, we used a metric
to measure joint motion significance and selected significant
features of an entire set of features based on the joint motion
significance. The joint motion significance was measured by
the combinations of temporal entropy and spatial entropy
calculated from a GMM. Next, we compared and evaluated
our method using the five social interactions: hand shaking,
hand slapping, shoulder holding, object passing, and target kicking. Here, we selected significant features of each
interaction based on the joint motion significance. These
significant features were applied to HMMs, GMMs, and
SVMs.
We experimentally showed that our joint motion significance improved the performances of all these modeling techniques by providing significant features. We compared the
performance with that of using significant features selected
by an expert. It was confirmed that the performance is similar
to that of an expert. However, the proposed method can
automatically select these significant features. Furthermore,
our method can be used to identify the features of the direct
interaction and indirect interaction for all social interactions.
Finally, we compared our joint motion significance with
existing dimension reduction techniques, specifically PCA
and IG. Our joint motion significance recommended the
features that are relatively time consuming and spatially invariant as significant features, whereas PCA and IG provided
the features with large variations. Therefore, the features that
play an important role in the social interaction were selected
by our method. It can thus be concluded that our method can
improve the performances of modeling techniques to provide
significant features.
In future research, we intend to solve the problem of
determining the number of significant features using an

optimization method. In addition, we will conduct research
on how to generate motion of a virtual avatar that moves in
accordance with a real human performer by using the significant information identified through the proposed method.
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